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Abstrat
Using methods of R.J.Tauer [13℄ we exhibit an unountable family
of singular masas in the hypernite II1 fator R all with Pukánszky
invariant {1}, no pair of whih are onjugate by an automorphism of
R. This is done by introduing an invariant Γ(A) for a masa A in
a II1 fator N as the maximal size of a projetion e ∈ A for whih
Ae ontains non-trivial entralising sequenes for eNe. The masas
produed give rise to a ontinuous map from the interval [0, 1] into the
singular masas in R equiped with the d∞,2-metri.
A result is also given showing that the Pukánszky invariant [11℄ is
d∞,2-upper semi-ontinuous. As a onsequene, the sets of masas with
Pukánszky invariant {n} are all losed.
1 Introdution
The study of maximal abelian self-adjoint von Neumann subalgebras (masas)
in II1 fators dates bak to J.Dixmier [5℄ in 1954, who lassied them using
normalisers. Given a masa A in a II1 fator N , the normaliser group N (A)
onsists of all the unitaries u ∈ N with uAu∗ = A. The masa A is Cartan
if this normaliser group generates N as a von Neumann algebra whereas at
the other end of the spetrum, A is alled singular if N (A) ⊂ A.
Given two Cartan masas A and B in the hypernite II1 fator R, there
is an automorphism θ of R with θ(A) = B ([3℄). We say that masas A and
B with this last property are onjugate via an automorphism of R. The
most suessful invariant for distinguishing between non-onjugate singular
masas is that of L.Pukánszky [11℄, whih he used to give ountably many
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pairwise non-onjugate singular masas in R. More reently, E.Størmer and
S.Neshveyev [8℄ have used the Pukánszky invariant to exhibit unountably
many pairwise non-onjugate singular masas in R and they also give two
non-onjugate singular masas in R with the same Pukánskzy invariant. One
of our objetives here is to produe unountably main non-onjugate singular
masas in the hypernite II1 fator with the same Pukánszky invariant. This
result, stated formally as Theorem 1.1 below, follows diretly from Theorem
5.1.
Theorem 1.1. There exist unountably many singular masas in the hyper-
nite II1 fator R, eah with Pukánszky invariant {1}, suh that no pair of
these masas is onjugate by an automorphism of R.
To show the non-onjugay of pairs of masas we look for non-trivial en-
tralising sequenes for R lying in these masas  the idea used by Størmer
and Neshveyev in [8℄ to distinguish between two singular masas with Pukán-
szky invariant {1}. The presene of non-trivial entralising sequenes inside
masas has also been used by A.Connes and V.Jones [4℄ to give a fator on-
taining two non-onjugate Cartan masas, and by V.Jones and S.Popa [6℄ in
the ontext of non-onjugate semi-regular masas whose normalisers generate
the same irreduible subfator of R.
There is a natural metri, d∞,2, on the spae of all masas of a II1 fator,
[10℄. The unountably many masas we shall produe for Theorem 1.1, will
atually give us a ontinuous map from the unit interval, [0, 1] into this
metri spae  a ontinuous path of pairwise non-onjugate singular masas.
In the next setion we state some bakground, dening the metri d∞,2,
the Pukánszky invariant and Tauer masas. In setion 3 we disuss the be-
haviour of the Pukánskzy invariant on limits of sequenes of masas, showing
that it is upper semiontinous and that the sets of masas with invariant {n}
are all losed (Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.3). Next, in setion 4, we dene a
Γ-invariant for masas using entralising sequenes and establish some basi
properties for later use. It is this invariant we use in setion 5 to show the
non-onjugay of the masas we onstrut to establish Theorem 5.1, the main
result of the paper. The work in this paper forms part of setions 3.1 and
3.3 of the seond authors PhD thesis [15℄.
2 Preliminaries
Let N be a II1 fator. Write tr for the faithful normal trae on N , and
let ‖x‖2 = tr(x
∗x)1/2 be the Hilbert spae norm indued on N by tr. Write
2
L2(N) for the ompletion ofN in this norm. Given a linear map Φ : N1 → N2
between two II1 fators write ‖Φ‖∞,2 for the norm of Φ regarded as a map
from N1 into L
2(N2) [12℄, that is
‖Φ‖∞,2 = sup { ‖Φ(x)‖2 x ∈ N1, ‖x‖ ≤ 1 } .
Given a von Neumann subalgebra M of N , let EM be the unique trae-
preserving normal onditional expetation from N onto M . This onditional
expetation is obtained by restriting to N the orthogonal projetion eM
from L2(N) onto L2(M). In [10℄ a metri, d∞,2, is introdued on the set of
all von Neumann subalgebras of N , by
d∞,2(M1,M2) = ‖EM1 − EM2‖∞,2 .
This metri is equivalent to an older metri of E.Christensen dened in [2℄.
As a onsequene the set of all von Neumann subalgebras equipped with
d∞,2 is a omplete metri spae, and the subsets of all masas, all singular
masas, all subfators and all irreduible subfators are losed, [2℄.
To dene the Pukánskzy invariant [11℄ of a masa in the separable II1 fa-
tor N , we form the standard representation of N ating by left multpliation
on L2(N). Let J denote the modular onjugation operator on L2(N) given
by extending x 7→ x∗ from N . For eah x ∈ N , JxJ is the operator of right
mutipliation by x∗ and x 7→ JxJ is a onjugate linear anti-isomorphism of
N onto N ′. Given a masa A in N , let A = (A ∪ JAJ)′′  an abelian von
Neumann subalgebra of B
(
L2(N)
)
, so that A′ is type I. The orthogonal
projetion eA from L
2(N) onto L2(A) lies in A and A′eA = AeA = AeA
 an abelian algebra. The Pukánszky invariant is obtained by taking the
type deomposition of A′(1 − eA). More formally, Puk (A) is the subset of
N ∪ {∞} onsisting of all those n for whih there is a non-zero projetion
p ≤ 1− eA in A suh that A
′p is type In [11℄.
We shall use the methods of R.J.Tauer [13℄ to onstrut masas in the
hypernite II1 fator R. The seond author introdued the onept of a
Tauer masa in R in [14, 15℄. A masa A in R is said to be a Tauer masa if there
exists an inreasing hain (Nn)
∞
n=1 of matrix algebras with (
⋃∞
n=1Nn)
′′ = R,
suh that A ∩ Nn is a masa in Nn for eah n. In this ase we write An for
A∩Nn and say for emphasis that A is Tauer with respet to (Nn)
∞
n=1. Tauer
masas have Pukánszky invariant {1}, [14, Theorem 4.1℄. Chains (Nn)
∞
n=1
of matrix algebras in R an always be realised as a tensor produts. More
formally, there are nite dimensional subfators (Mm)
∞
m=1 of R suh that we
have Nn =
⊗n
m=1Mm, for eah n. We use the notation of [14, 15℄ to onsider
the inlusions An1 ⊂ An2 of approximates of a Tauer masa A with respet
3
to the hain (Nn)
∞
n=1. Let Pmin(An1) denote the set of minimal projetions
of An1 . The nite dimensional approximation An2 an then be written as
An2 =
⊕
e∈P
min
(An1 )
e⊗A(e)n2,n1 , (2.1)
for some masas A
(e)
n2,n1 in
⊗n2
m=n1+1
Mm.
In [14, Theorem 3.2℄ a tehnial riteron was given for a Tauer masa to
be singular in terms of these A
(e)
n2,n1 . We use part of this alulation, whih
is essentially Proposition 3.5 of [14℄; the exat statement given an be found
as Proposition 2.2.2 of [15℄.
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a Tauer masa in R with respet to the subfators
(Nn)
∞
n=1. If for innitely many n1 ∈ N, eah minimal projetion e of An1
and ǫ > 0, there is an n2 > n1 and a unitary we ∈ A
(e)
n2,n1 with∥∥∥E
A
(f)
n2,n1
(we)
∥∥∥
2
≤ ǫ,
for every minimal projetion f 6= e in An1 , then A is singular.
3 Semi-ontinuity of the Pukánszky invariant
The key tool in determining the limiting behaviour of the Pukánskzy invari-
ant on sequenes of masas is a perturbation theorem for subalgebras of a II1
fator [10, Theorem 6.5℄, whih we state below for the onveniene of the
reader.
Theorem 3.1 ([10, Theorem 6.5 (ii)℄). If A and B are masas in a sepa-
rable II1 fator N with d∞,2(A,B) ≤ ǫ, then there are projetions p ∈ A and
q ∈ B, and a unitary u ∈ N satisfying
• u(Bq)u∗ = Ap;
• ‖u− EB (u)‖2 ≤ 45ǫ;
• tr(p) = tr(q) ≥ 1− (15ǫ)2.
Theorem 3.2. Let An be a sequene of masas in a separable II1 fator N
onverging in the d∞,2-metri to a von Neumann subalgebra B of N . This
B is a masa in N , and
Puk (B) ⊂
∞⋃
r=1
∞⋂
n=r
Puk (An) . (3.1)
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Proof. That the set of masas is d∞,2-losed is due to E.Christensen in [2℄.
For eah n, we apply Theorem 3.1 to the pair (An, B) to obtain projetions
pn ∈ An, qn ∈ B and a unitary un ∈ N satisfying the onditions of the
theorem. Take Bn = u
∗
nAnun  a masa in N whih has Bnqn = Bqn, by
the rst property of Theorem 3.1.
As An onverges to B in d∞,2, the last property of Theorem 3.1 ensures
that
lim
n→∞
‖1− qn‖2 = 0.
For any x ∈ N ,
‖qnJqnJx− x‖2 = ‖qnxqn − x‖2 ≤ ‖qnx− x‖2 + ‖qn(xqn − x)‖2
≤ ‖qn − 1‖2 (‖x‖+ ‖qnx‖)
≤ 2 ‖x‖ ‖qn − 1‖2 ,
so that the projetions qnJqnJ in Bn ∩ B onverge strongly to 1, by density
of N in L2(N).
Given some m ∈ Puk (B), there must be a entral projetion f ∈ B =
B′ ∩ B with f ≤ 1− eB , suh that B
′f is of type Im. As qnJqnJf onverges
strongly to f we must have qnJqnJf 6= 0 for suiently large n, those with
n ≥ n1 say. Now
B′nqnJqnJ = B
′qnJqnJ,
a type I von Neumann algebra with entre BnqnJqnJ = BqnJqnJ . For
n ≥ n1, qnJqnJf is a non-zero projetion in this entre, and B
′
nqnJqnJf is
then a entral utdown of B′f , so a type Im von Neumann algebra.
Observe that qn and JqnJ ommute with both eB and eBn , as qn ∈ B ∩
Bn. We also have qneBn = qneB and JqnJeBn = JqnJeB , as Bnqn = Bqn.
In this way, qnJqnJf ≤ 1 − eBn , so that m ∈ Puk (Bn), for n ≥ n1. As Bn
and An are unitarily equivalent, m ∈ Puk (An) for all n ≥ n1, exatly as
required.
In the speial ase when the Pukánszky invariant of eah An is {n}, the
only possibility for the Pukánszky invariant of the limit masa B is also {n}.
Corollary 3.3. Let N be a separable II1 fator. For eah n ∈ N∪ {∞}, the
set of all masas with Pukánszky invariant {n} is d∞,2-losed.
In general we do not have equality in (3.1).
Example 3.4. Let A be a masa in the hypernite II1 fator R with Pukán-
skzy invariant {1}. Take projetions pn 6= 1 in A with pn → 1 strongly.
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For eah n, let Bn be a masa in the hypernite II1 fator (1− pn)R(1− pn)
with Pukánszky invariant {2}. The existane of suh masas dates bak to
Pukánszky's original examples in [11℄. Dene
An = { apn + b a ∈ A, b ∈ Bn } ,
whih is a masa in R. It is then immediate that d∞,2(An, A)→ 0 as n→∞
and that both 1 and 2 lie in Puk (An), for eah n. It should be noted that
we do not know the exat Pukánskzy invariant of these An, only that 1 and
2 are members of Puk (An).
We an also use Theorem 3.2, to show that the Pukánszky invariant an
not be used to give a ontinuous path of non-onjugate singular masas even
though the ardinality of the set of non-onjugate singular masas is large
enough. The proof is omited, it an be found in [15, Corollary 3.1.8℄.
Corollary 3.5. Let N be a separable II1 fator. There is no ontinuous
map t 7→ A(t) from [0, 1] into the set of all masas in N equiped with the
d∞,2-metri suh that t 7→ Puk (A(t)) is injetive.
4 A Γ-invariant for masas
To show that all the unountably many masas we shall produe are pairwise
non-onjugate via automorphisms of the underlying II1 fator, we introdue
a onjugay invariant.
Denition 4.1. Let A be a masa in a II1 fator N . Dene Γ(A) to be the
supremum of tr(p) over all projetions p ∈ A suh that Ap ontains non-
trivial entralising sequenes for pNp. If Γ(A) = 0, then we say that A is
totally non-Γ.
Reall that a entralising sequene in a non-empty subset B of a II1
fator N is a sequene {xn} ⊂ B with
‖xny − yxn‖2 → 0 for all y ∈ N.
The entralising sequene {xn} ⊂ B is trivial if there is a sequene {λn} ⊂ C
with ‖xn − λn‖2 → 0.
It is immediate that Γ(A) is a onjugay invariant of A, in the sense that
for an automorphism θ of N , we have Γ(θ(A)) = Γ(A).
We shall produe masas in a similar fashion to Example 3.4, taking a
`diret sum' of a Γ-masa, that is one ontaining non-trivial entralising se-
quenes for its underlying II1 fator, and a totally non-Γ masa. The next
lemma is the tool that allows us to do this.
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Lemma 4.2. Let A be a masa in a II1 fator N . Suppose that there is a
projetion p ∈ A suh that
• Ap ontains non-trivial entralising sequenes for pNp;
• A(1− p) is totally non-Γ in (1− p)N(1− p).
Then Γ(A) = tr(p).
Proof. Take a projetion r ∈ A suh that Ar ontains non-trivial entralising
sequenes for rNr. To obtain a ontradition, suppose that r 6≤ p. Let
(xn)
∞
n=1 be a non-trivial entralising sequene for rNr in Ar, write yn =
xnpr = xnrp and zn = xnr(1−p) so that xn = yn+zn for all n. The sequene
(zn)
∞
n=1 is a entralising sequene of r(1 − p)Nr(1 − p) and so is trivial by
hypothesis. Without losing generality, we may assume that zn = r(1 − p)
for all n.
Take a partial isometry v ∈ N with v∗v ≤ r(1 − p) and vv∗ = p0 ≤ pr,
so that ynv = xnv and v = vzn = vxn. Now
‖(yn − 1)p0‖2 = ‖(yn − 1)v‖2 = ‖xnv − vxn‖2 → 0, (4.1)
as n→∞.
By Kadison's Theorem on projetions in a masa ([7℄) hoose orthogonal
projetions (pm)
m0
m=1 in A, with pm ≤ pr and tr(pm) ≤ tr(r(1− p)), for eah
m, so that
∑m0
m=1 pm = pr. Then, by (4.1),
‖yn − pr‖2 = ‖(yn − 1)pr‖2 ≤
m0∑
m=1
‖(yn − 1)pm‖2 → 0,
so that (xn)
∞
n=1 is a trivial entralising sequene. This ontradition ensures
that r ≤ p and so Γ(A) = tr(p), as required.
The Γ-invariant is uniformally ontinuous with respet to the d∞,2-metri
on masas in separable II1 fators.
Lemma 4.3. For masas A and B in a separable II1 fator N , we have
|Γ(A)− Γ(B)| ≤ 15d∞,2(A,B).
Proof. Suppose that A and B are masas in N with d∞,2(A,B) ≤ ǫ. Let u, p
and q be as in Theorem 3.1, so that
‖1− p‖2 = ‖1− q‖2 ≤ 15ǫ.
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Given a projetion e ∈ A suh that Ae has non-trivial entral sequenes for
eNe, take f = uepu∗  a projetion in Bq with f ≤ q. Sine uAepu∗ = Bf ,
we an use u to onjugate the entralising sequenes for epRep lying in Ae
into entralising sequenes for fRf lying in Bf . Therefore,
Γ(B) ≥ tr(ep) = tr(e)− tr(e(1− p)) ≥ tr(e)− ‖e‖2 ‖1− p‖2 ≥ tr(e) − 15ǫ
for every suh projetion e ∈ A. Hene,
Γ(B) ≥ Γ(A)− 15ǫ.
By interhanging the roles of A and B we have
Γ(A) ≥ Γ(B)− 15ǫ,
and these two inequalities ombine to give the result.
One might attempt to produe unountably many non-onjugate singular
masas in the hypernite II1 fator R with Pukánszky invariant {1} by taking
projetions e ∈ R and singular masas B1 in eRe and B2 in (1 − e)R(1 − e)
both with Pukánszky invariant {1}, suh that B1 is Γ in eRe and B2 is totally
non-Γ in (1− e)R(1− e). The `diret-sum' A = { b1 + b2 b1 ∈ B1, b2 ∈ B2 }
will be a masa in R with Γ(A) = tr(e) by Lemma 4.2. Unfortunately, we
do not have ontrol over the exat Pukánszky invariant of suh a masa A,
all we an say is that 1 ∈ Puk (A). Indeed, there is a masa A in R with
Puk (A) = { 1, 2 } for whih there is a projetion e ∈ A with tr(e) = 1/2
suh that
Puk (Ae ⊂ eRe) = Puk (A(1− e) ⊂ (1− e)R(1− e)) = {1}.
Examples to this eet will be given in subsequent work by the seond author.
In the next setion, we get round this problem using Tauer masas to ontrol
the Pukánskzy invariant of these diret sums.
5 A ontinuous path of singular masas
Here is the main result of this paper, from whih Theorem 1.1 follows im-
mediately.
Theorem 5.1. There is a map t 7→ A(t), taking eah t ∈ [0, 1] to a masa
A(t) in R suh that
(i) d∞,2(A(s), A(t)) → 0 as |s− t| → 0.
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(ii) Every A(t) has Pukánszky invariant {1}.
(iii) Eah A(t) is singular.
(iv) Γ(A(t)) = t, for eah t.
We shall onstrut Tauer masas, A(t), for a dense set of t in [0, 1] with the
required properties, then use ontinuity to produe the required path. The
onstrution in the dense set of t is based on a rapidly inreasing sequene of
primes and adjusting the denition of the approximately nite dimensional
approximating algebras aording to t being in suitable ranges of rationals.
Notation 5.2. Let k1 = 2, and for eah r ≥ 2 take kr to be a prime
exeeding k1 . . . kr−1. Let Mr to be the algebra of kr × kr matries. By
[9, Theorem 3.2℄, there is a family (rD(m))
k1...kr−1
m=0 of pairwise orthogonal
masas in Mr. Write
re
(m)
l for the minimal projetions of
rD(m) indexed by
l = 0, 1 . . . , kr − 1. Let Nn be the tensor produt
⊗n
r=1Mr. We have the
natural unital inlusion x 7→ x ⊗ 1 of Nn inside Nn+1 and we work in the
hypernite II1 fator R, obtained as the diret limit of these Nn with respet
to normalised trae.
For eah n ∈ N write
In =
{
m
k1 . . . kn
m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k1 . . . kn
}
,
so that In ⊂ In+1, for eah n. Let I =
⋃∞
n=1 In  a dense set of rationals
in [0, 1]. For eah t ∈ I, we will dene a Tauer masa A(t) in R with respet
to the hain (Nn)
∞
n=n0(t)
, where n0(t) is the minimal n for whih t ∈ In.
For eah n ≥ n0(t), we denote the n-th approximate of A(t) by An(t), and
enumerate the minimal projetions of An(t) as
nfm(t) for 0 ≤ m < k1 . . . kn.
Constrution 5.3. The proess begins by dening A0(0) = A0(1/2) =
A0(1) =
1D(0) with the minimal projetions 1fm(0) =
1fm(1/2) =
1fm(1) =
1e
(0)
m oiniding for m = 0, 1. For some n1, suppose that we have dened
An(t) and enumerated the minimal projetions
nfm(t), for all t ∈ In1 and
n0(t) ≤ n ≤ n1. For t ∈ In1 , the denition of An1+1(t) is split into two ases,
depending on whether n1 is even or odd.
1. n1 is even: Set
An1+1(t) =
k1...kn1−1⊕
m=0
n1fm(t)⊗
n1+1D(m). (5.1)
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Enumerate the minimal projetions
n1+1fm′(t) by dividing m
′
by kn1+1
to obtain m′ = kn1+1m+ l for some 0 ≤ l < kn1+1. Now take
n1+1fm′(t) =
n1fm(t)⊗
n1+1e
(m)
l . (5.2)
2. n1 is odd : Here we take
An1+1(t) =
tk1...kn1−1⊕
m=0
n1fm(t)⊗
n1+1D(k1...kn1 )
⊕
k1...kn1−1⊕
m=tk1...kn1
n1fm(t)⊗
n1+1D(m). (5.3)
The enumeration of the minimal projetions happens in the same way
as the even n1 ase. Namely, given 0 ≤ m
′ < k1 . . . kn1+1 write m
′ =
mkn1+1 + l for some 0 ≤ l < kn1+1 and set
n1+1fm′(t) =
{
n1fm(t)⊗
n1+1e
(k1...kn1 )
l 0 ≤ m < tk1 . . . kn1
n1fm(t)⊗
n1+1e
(m)
l tk1 . . . kn1 ≤ m < k1 . . . kn1
.
(5.4)
It remains to dene An1+1(t) when t ∈ In1+1 \ In1 . In this ase this is
the rst approximate of the Tauer masa A(t). Write m0 = ⌊tk1 . . . kn1⌋ and
dene the minimal projetions of An1+1(t) by
n1+1fm(t) =
{
n1+1fm((m0 + 1)/k1 . . . kn1) 0 ≤ m < tk1 . . . kn1+1
n1+1fm(m0/k1 . . . kn1) tk1 . . . kn1+1 ≤ m < k1 . . . kn1+1
.
(5.5)
Theorem 4.1 of [14℄ shows that the Tauer masas onstruted above have
Puk (A(t)) = {1}, whih is ondition (ii) of Theorem 5.1. We now hek that
these masas satisfy onditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.4. The Tauer masas A(t) of Constrution 5.3 are singular.
Proof. Fix t ∈ I and let n ≥ n0(t) be even. In the notation of (2.1), the even
stage of Constrution 5.3 gives
A
(nfm(t))
n+1,n (t) =
n+1D(m).
Take a unitary w ∈ n+1D(m) with tr(w) = 0. When m′ 6= m, the orthogo-
nality of
n+1D(m) and n+1D(m
′)
gives En+1D(m
′) (w) = 0. The singularity of
A(t) then follows from Proposition 2.1.
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The next Lemma veries the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2, so the masas of
Constrution 5.3 have Γ(A(t)) = t.
Lemma 5.5. Fix t ∈ I and write n0 for n0(t). Let
p =
tk1...kn0−1∑
m=0
n0fm(t), (5.6)
a projetion in A(t). Then
1. A(t)p ontains non-trivial entralising sequenes for pRp;
2. A(t)(1− p) is totally non Γ in (1− p)R(1− p).
Proof of 1: Note that
p =
tk1...kn−1∑
m=0
nfm(t),
for all n ≥ n0. Fix n ≥ n0 odd and onsider x1, . . . , xr ∈ Nn. Let v ∈
n+1D(k1...kn) be a unitary with tr(v) = 0. Examining the odd n form of
Constrution 5.3, we see that
u =
tk1...kn−1∑
m=0
nfm(t)⊗ v = p⊗ v ∈ Nn ⊗Mn+1 = Nn+1
is a trae free unitary in An+1(t)p. It is then immediate that u ommutes
with eah pxip, and so A(t)p ontains non-trivial entralising sequenes for
pRp by the ‖.‖2-density of ∪
∞
n=1Nn in R.
We prove part 2 of Lemma 5.5 in two stages. We rst establish an
orthogonality ondition whih sues to establish that no Ae an ontain
entralising sequenes for eRe, when e ≤ 1 − p is a minimal projetion of
some An(t). A density argument, whih ontains the proof of an observation
of Popa ([9, Remark 5.4.2℄, also found in [1, Lemma 2.1℄), then ompletes
the proof of Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 5.6. Fix t ∈ I, n ≥ n0(t) and m,m
′
with tk1 . . . kn ≤ m <
m′ < k1 . . . kn. Let v be a partial isometry in Nn with vv
∗ = nfm(t) and
v∗v = nfm′(t). Then v(A(t)
nfm′(t))v
∗
is orthogonal to A(t) nfm(t) in
nfm(t)R
nfm(t).
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Proof. Fix n ≥ n0 and regard R as Nn ⊗ R1, where R1 is generated as
the innite von Neumann tensor produt (
⊗∞
r=n+1Mr)
′′
with respet to the
unique normalised trae. Using the notation of (2.1), for n1 > n we have
An1(t) =
k1...kn−1⊕
m=0
nfm(t)⊗A
(nfm(t))
n1,n (t),
for masas A
(nfm(t))
n1,n (t) in
⊗n1
r=n+1Mr. In this way we obtain Tauer masas
A(
nfm(t))
∞,n (t) =
(
∞⋃
n1=n+1
A(
nfm(t))
n1,n (t)
)′′
in R1, so that
A(t) =
k1...kn−1⊕
m=0
nfm(t)⊗A
(nfm(t))
∞,n (t).
Now take m,m′ and v as in the statement, and note that
vA(t)nfm′(t)v
∗ = nfm(t)⊗A
(nfm′ (t))
∞,n (t),
so that it sues to show that A
(nfm(t))
∞,n (t) and A
(nfm′ (t))
∞,n (t) are orthogonal
masas in R1. We shall show that A
(nfm(t))
n1,n (t) and A
(nfm′ (t))
n1,n (t) are orthogonal
in
⊗n1
r=n+1Mr, for all n1 > n, from whih the result immediately follows by
density.
To this end, note that Constrution 5.3 gives A
(nfm(t))
n+1,n (t) =
n+1D(m) and
A
(nfm′ (t))
n+1,n (t) =
n+1D(m
′)
, from (5.1) when n is even and from (5.3) when n
is odd. In the latter ase, we use the hypothesis that tk1 . . . kn ≤ m < m
′
.
As D(m) and D(m
′)
are orthogonal masas in Mn+1, the laim holds when
n1 = n+ 1.
Suppose indutively that the laim holds for some n1 > n. Write
A
(nfm(t))
n1+1,n
(t) =
⊕
g∈P
min
(
A
(nfm(t))
n1,n
(t)
) g ⊗B
(g,m),
and
A
(nfm′ (t))
n1+1,n
(t) =
⊕
h∈P
min
(
A
(nfm′ (t))
n1,n
(t)
) h⊗B
(h,m′),
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for masas B(g,m) and B(h,m
′)
inMn1+1. Again, Constrution 5.3 ensures that
all these masas are pairwise orthogonal. This is immediate from (5.1) for
even n1; when n1 is odd we again use the hypothesis tk1 . . . kn ≤ m < m
′
in
our examination of (5.3). The orthogonality of A
(nfm(t))
n1+1,n
(t) and A
(nfm′ (t))
n1+1,n
(t)
follows immediately, yielding the result.
Proof of part 2 of Lemma 5.5: Take t ∈ I and x some projetion 0 6= e ≤
1−p in A(t). For eah n ∈ N, nd ln ≥ n0(t) and a family Pn ⊂ Pmin(Aln(t))
of minimal projetions in Aln(t) lying under 1 − p, suh that upon writing
qn =
∑
q∈Pn
q, we have
‖qn − e‖
2
2 < 1/n.
For eah n, take a permutation σn of Pn with no xed points. Take partial
isometries vσn(q),q in Nln with vσn(q),qvσn(q),q
∗ = σn(q) and vσn(q),q
∗vσn(q),q =
q. Dene
xn =
∑
q∈Pn
vσn(q),q + (1− qn),
a unitary in Nln whih has xnqx
∗
n = σn(q), for every q ∈ Pn. Observe that
xn(Aqn)x
∗
n =
⊕
q∈Pn
xn(Aq)x
∗
n =
⊕
q∈Pn
vσn(q),q(Aq)vσn(q),q
∗ =
⊕
q∈Pn
vσn(q),qAvσn(q),q
∗
is orthogonal to
⊕
q∈Pn
Aσn(q) = Aqn in qnRqn by Lemma 5.6.
Suppose that Ae ontains non-trivial entralising sequenes for eRe. Find
a sequene of unitaries un ∈ A, with tr(une) = 0 for eah n, and suh that
‖eunexne− exneune‖2 < ‖e− qn‖2 . (5.7)
We have the following simple estimate, showing that unqn asymptotially
ommutes with the qnxnqn:
‖qnunqnxnqn − qnxnqnunqn‖2
≤‖(qn − e)unqnxnqn‖2 + ‖eun(qn − e)xnqn‖2 + ‖eunexn(qn − e)‖2
+ ‖eunexne− exneune‖2 + ‖exneun(e− qn)‖2 + ‖exn(e− qn)unqnm‖2
+ ‖(e− qn)xnqnunqn‖2
≤ 7 ‖e− qn‖2 → 0.
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On the other hand, using xnqn = qnxn we have
‖qnxnqnunqn − qnunqnxnqn‖
2
2
= ‖qnxnunqnx
∗
nqn − unqn‖
2
2
= ‖qnxnunqnx
∗
nqn‖
2
2 + ‖unqn‖
2
2 − 2ℜtr(xnunqnx
∗
nunqn)
= 2 ‖qn‖
2
2 − 2ℜtr(xnunqnx
∗
n)tr(unqn)/tr(qn)→ 2 ‖e‖
2
2 6= 0,
where the last line omes from the orthogonality of xn(Aqn)x
∗
n and Aqn in
qnRqn  the quotient of tr(qn) appearing as a normalisation onstant. The
onvergene is a simple alulation, as
|tr(unqn)| ≤ |tr(une)|+ |tr(un(qn − e))| ≤ 0 + ‖un‖2 ‖qn − e‖2 → 0.
This ontradition ompletes the proof.
For t in the dense subset I of [0, 1], we have singular Tauer masas A(t)
with Γ(A(t)) = t. We wish to use ompleteness to dene A(t) for t ∈ [0, 1]\I
and so we need to ontrol the distane between the A(t)'s we have already
dened. It is here that the form of An0(t)(t) speied in Constrution 5.3
beomes relevant.
Lemma 5.7. Fix s, t ∈ I with s < t. Let n0 be the maximum of n0(s) and
n0(t) and take
q =
sk1...kn0−1∑
m=0
n0fm(s) +
k1...kn0−1∑
m=tk1...kn0
n0fm(s)
a projetion of trae 1−(t−s). This q lies in A(s)∩A(t) and A(s)q = A(t)q.
Proof. We shall demonstrate that Constrution 5.3 ensures that whenever
we have s, t ∈ In, then
nfm(s) =
nfm(t), (5.8)
for all m with
0 ≤ m < sk1 . . . kn or tk1 . . . kn ≤ m < k1 . . . kn. (5.9)
This will immediately show that q lies in A(t), as well as A(s). Furthermore,
as A(s)q and A(t)q are generated by all nfm(s) and
nfm(t) respetively,
with n ≥ max{n0(s), n0(t)} and m satisfying (5.9), the laim also implies
that A(s)q = A(t)q, as required.
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We proeed by indution on n. When n = 1, the result is ertainly true,
as Constrution 5.3 began by dening
1fm(0) =
1fm(1/2) =
1fm(1) for
m = 0, 1. Suppose that we have established the laim for all n ≤ n1. We
investigate the n1+1 situation, starting with the ase when s and t both lie
in In1 .
Take s, t ∈ In1 with s < t. Take m
′
with either 0 ≤ m′ < sk1 . . . kn1+1
or tk1 . . . kn1+1 ≤ m
′ < k1 . . . kn1+1, and divide by kn1+1 to obtain m
′ =
mkn1+1 + l with 0 ≤ l < kn1+1. This m must have 0 ≤ m < sk1 . . . kn1
in the rst ase or tk1 . . . kn1 ≤ m < k1 . . . kn1 in the seond. In any
event, the indutive hypothesis ensures that
n1fm(s) =
n1fm(t). When n1
is even, the denition (5.2) of
n1+1fm′(s) and
n1+1fm′(t) immediately gives
(n1+1)fm′(s) =
n1+1fm′(t). When n1 is odd, this is also true, as we have ex-
luded the possibility that sk1 . . . kn1 ≤ m < tk1 . . . kn1 , so both these mini-
mal projetions must ome from the same ase of equation (5.4). Therefore,
the minimal projetions
n1+1fm′(s) and
n1+1fm′(t) oinide whenever they
are required to do so.
We now examine what happens when preisely one of s and t lies in
In1+1 \ In1 . Take s in In1 and t ∈ In1+1 \ In1 with s < t. As in the denition
of An1+1(t), we write m0 = ⌊tk1 . . . kn⌋ so that s ≤ m0/k1 . . . kn1 . For
0 ≤ m < sk1 . . . kn1+1, we have
n1+1fm(s) =
n1+1fm((m0 + 1)/k1 . . . kn1) =
n1+1fm(t),
where the seond equality is the denition, (5.5), of
n1+1fm(t), and the
rst follows as the m-th minimal projetions for An1+1(s) and An1+1((m0 +
1)k1 . . . kn1) oinide by the ase we analysed in the previous paragraph.
When tk1 . . . kn1+1 ≤ m < k1 . . . kn1+1, we have
n1+1fm(t) =
n1+1fm(m0/k1 . . . kn1) =
n1+1fm(s),
the rst equality being (5.5)  the denition of
n1+1fm(t), and the se-
ond equality is (5.8) for appropriate minimal projetions of An1+1(s) and
An1+1(m0/k1 . . . kn1), as m ≥ m0kn1+1. These last two algebras may turn
out to be the same, but then the minimal projetions will ertainly oinide.
Interhanging the roles of s and t above ensures that the laim holds for
n1 + 1 whenever either s or t lies in In1 .
We omplete the proof by examining the situation when s, t ∈ In1+1 \
In1 . Take s < t with s, t ∈ In1+1 \ In1 . Suppose rst that ⌊sk1 . . . kn1⌋ =
⌊tk1 . . . kn1⌋ = m0. In this instane the denition, (5.5), of the minimal
projetions
n1+1fm(s) and
n1+1fm(t) ensures that these projetions oninide
for all m with 0 ≤ m < sk1 . . . kn1+1 or tk1 . . . kn1+1 ≤ m < k1 . . . kn1+1.
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Finally, suppose that ⌊sk1 . . . kn1⌋ = m0 < m1 = ⌊tk1 . . . kn1⌋. Given m
with 0 ≤ m < sk1 . . . kn1+1, (5.5) ensures that
n1+1fm(s) =
n1+1fm(m0+1)
and
n1+1fm(t) =
n1+1fm(m1). Sinem < sk1 . . . kn1+1 < (m0+1)k1 . . . kn1+1,
the ase when s, t ∈ In (with s = m0 + 1 and t = m1) ensures that
n1+1fm(m0+1) =
n1+1fm(m1). In onlusion, we have
n1+1fm(s) =
n1+1fm(t)
as required. The ase when tk1 . . . kn1+1 ≤ m < k1 . . . kn1+1 is similar, and
this ompletes the proof.
Corollary 5.8. For s, t ∈ I we have∥∥EA(s) − EA(t)∥∥∞,2 ≤ 2√|s− t|
Proof. We may assume that s < t. Let n0 be the maximum of n0(s) and
n0(t). Let q be the projetion of Proposition 5.7, so that A(s)q = A(t)q.
The simple estimate ∥∥EA(s) − EA(t)∥∥∞,2 ≤ 2 ‖1− q‖2 ,
an be found in part (i) of Theorem 6.5 in [10℄. As tr(1− q) = t− s, this is
exatly what was laimed.
We an now ombine the results of this setion to esablish Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For t ∈ I we take A(t) to be the Tauer masa produed
in Constrution 5.3. When t ∈ [0, 1] \ I, we dene A(t) by taking a sequene
tn → t with eah tn in the dense set of rationals I. The resulting sequene of
masas (A(tn))
∞
n=1 is then d∞,2-Cauhy by Corollary 5.8, and so onverges to
a masa A(t) in R. Reall that the set of all von Neumann subalgebras of R
is a d∞,2-omplete metri spae, and the subset of masas is losed, [2℄. This
masa is well dened, in that A(t) is independent of the hoie of sequene tn
in I onverging to t. An approximation argument extends Corollary 5.8 to
show that d∞,2(As, At)→ 0 whenever |s− t| → 0.
Furthermore eah A(t) is singular, as this holds for t ∈ I (Lemma 5.4)
and the set of all singular masas is losed; again this an be found in [2℄.
All the A(t) have Pukánszky invariant {1}; for t ∈ I this is Theorem 4.1 of
[14℄ and Corollary 3.3 then gives the result for general t. That Γ(A(t)) = t
for every t ∈ [0, 1] follows rst by observing that Lemma 5.5 ombines with
Lemma 4.2 to give the result for t ∈ I. Continuity gives the result for all t,
this time in the form of Lemma 4.3.
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